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CARAS Training’s “Customer Service Training” Overview 
 

Most companies have bits and pieces of Customer Service Training. Their content was purchased or developed over the years. But it has 

never served to create the consistent, high quality experience for internal and external customers. Something always seems to be missing.  

Our Customer Service Training initiatives make the best use of your existing resources and past investments. We help clients by adding 

needed training activities and content that brings customer service to life everywhere in your organization where it is taught. You end up 

with a complete program that everyone is proud of.  

Four Steps to a Culture of Service: 

1. SET STANDARDS for interactions by telephone, by email, in person and using live chat. Our “3 C’s” Framework is highly customized to 

clearly define the behaviors that make sense in your world.  

a. Connect with people of all ages and cultures so they like and trust you. Avoid disconnecting behaviors that make life at work 

harder. 

b. Consult to solve problems in your world. Make your whole company look good. Avoid common errors that create re-work by 

telephone, email and face-to-face. 

c. Complete interactions so all departments know what has been done and what to do next. Show appropriate gratitude. 

2. TEACH THE STANDARDS by delivering scenario-based, dynamic learning experiences. Participants practice applying new skills to their 

real-world challenges. Instructor-Led Classes, Engaging eLearning, Global Webinars and Local Team Meetings are options for 

creating mastery of new skills. Custom Audio, Custom Participant Materials, Custom Posters and Job Aids make the training feel 

organic to your company. We offer proven, original content for tough-to-master skills such as Controlling Tone of Voice, Selling from 

the Service Queue, Solving Complex Problems, Business Writing, etc. 

3. REINFORCE THE STANDARDS by training Coaches to Observe for each of the New Standards and Give Effective Feedback. Helping 

Supervisors become Developmental Coaches is a key to getting payback on your investment in training. Coaches learn to be 

diplomatic, tactful and authoritative. We can provide custom tools and follow-up activities Coaches can use to run 15-minute skill 

practice sessions. 

4. MEASURE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IMPROVEMENTS by assessing quality before the initiative begins. Follow through on an effective 

training plan and then assess quality again. 10 days, 30 days, 60 days, and 120 days are ideal measurement points to determine 

each team members’ journey to excellence. We can help develop new customer satisfaction surveys, if desired. 
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Our Services 
 
At Caras Training, we highly customize interactive training to make sure your staff represents your brand with enthusiasm and integrity. 

At the end of each classroom experience, your team members know exactly what to do and say when they handle phone calls, emails 

and retail customer interactions. This means they get back to work and succeed immediately. 

Follow-up training and coaching ensures your investment in strategy and training brings planned and predictable payback. 

We provide many training options including Instructor-Led, Interactive eLearning, Webinars, Team Meeting Activities, Coaching and 

Feedback Initiatives, and Trainer Training Programs. 

On the next pages you will see our fundamental “3 C’s of Customer Service” content. Our client programs typically include these key 

learning points as they apply to your culture, customers, products and services.  

Most importantly, we are flexible and easy to work with. Our goal is to support Training Departments and Operations by delivering what you 

want and need within the budget that makes sense for you.  
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COMPETENCIES DEFINED WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH 

1 - What Are The 3 C’s? 

Behaviors that connect front line 

staff to their external customers 

and internal customers 

Behaviors that consult to solve 

problems and create long term 

customer satisfaction 

Behaviors that complete 

interactions so customers know  

what has been done for them, 

what will happen next, and that 

they are truly appreciated 

Customer service training is not just about being “nice”.  Front line staff must also be thorough. “The 3 

C’s” list of behaviors shows them what they are already doing that works, and what they can change to 

get a better outcome.  

They need activities that help them understand: 

 Our (new) standards and how they apply to common inquiries, complaints, testimonials 

 How easily we can disconnect from someone by using words that are too casual or too regional 

 Actions that make us seem more like professional consultants than clerks 

 Expectations for follow-through and dispositioning to eliminate errors 

 How “The 3 C’s” fits into your workflow, call flow, email standards, etc. 

 What to expect from their coaches who will help them to internalize and master these standards 

2 - Connecting By Telephone 

Inquiries, Complaints, Testimonials 

Answering the phone 

Listening for CREG 

Expressing empathy 

Promising service 

Taking the lead in the call 

Showing passion for the brand 

Finding common ground 

Using statement/question pairs  

to control conversation 

In seconds, callers decide if they’ve got “a good one”.  To be effective, representatives must open 

conversations warmly, listen for the caller’s message and emotions, and then make a strategic decision 

about what to say to move the call in the right direction.  

They need activities that help them understand and practice: 

 Options for answering the phone that meet your company’s standards, without sounding robotic 

 Specific things to listen for including CREG (caller, reason, emotion and goal) 

 How to internalize what they heard & adapt their responses to connect with different people 

 Adapting effective key phrases so they sound right (based on the CREG) 

 How to avoid sounding scripted, undiplomatic, or uncaring to your callers 

 Questions they can ask to take the lead and move the conversation forward 

 The statement/question pairs technique for controlling conversation while making  

callers feel supported 
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COMPETENCIES DEFINED WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH 

3 - Managing Professional 
Tone of Voice in Every 
Situation 

Choose the right tone for the 

words so you sound like you 

mean what you are saying 

Control VIPS 

Avoid common tone mistakes 

Respond to coaching on tone  

and make subtle adjustments  

so you sound genuine 

For years, Coaches have been trying to instruct front line staff on tone of voice.  But, without clear 

definitions and techniques, it has been very difficult. Staff needs to understand that tone is the emotion 

in our voices. Emotions come through whether we plan for them or not. Some emotions are 

inappropriate such as anger, frustration and boredom. Appropriate emotions for business must be 

taught. Then, staff can learn to control their voices to deliver the appropriate emotion.  

They need activities that help them understand and practice: 

 The 4 emotions appropriate for business: enthusiastic, encouraging, soothing and curious 

 When to use each of these emotions: answering the phone, responding to fears, responding to 

anger, asking personal questions, etc. 

 How to control VIPS [volume, inflection, pitch and speed] so conversants hear the right emotion 

 When and how to change your tone so you sound right and say the right things 

 How to receive coaching on tone and make subtle corrections 
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COMPETENCIES DEFINED WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH 

4 - Standards for Hold & 
Warm Transfers 

Situations that require  

“hold” or “transfer” 

Process for engaging “hold”, 

then returning to the customer 

Process for making “warm 

transfers” and completing the 

professional handoff to someone 

else 

Placing customers “on hold” or “transferring” them requires diplomacy and tact. Front line staff must be 

able to demonstrate your company’s standards and procedures including words, timing and the use of 

technology.  

They need activities that help them understand and practice: 

 Situations where it makes sense to place someone “on hold” for 2 minutes or less 

 Getting permission to place customers “on hold” 

 Coming back from “on hold” graciously 

 Standards for transferring calls including “warm transfer” (also called “conference transfer”) 

 Explaining why they want to enlist help from a colleague and gaining permission to do so 

 Using your technology to step away from the customer, find a colleague, explain what you know  

so far, and gain agreement to join the call 

 Warmly disengaging from the customer and leaving the call to your colleague 

5 - Responding to Anger & 
Very Difficult Situations 

Identify 3 types of anger 

Respond to disarm and de-fuse 

in top 5-10 real world situations 

Step back and be sure you are 

not making people angry 

When and how to escalate  

(using warm transfer procedures) 

Applying the right emotions 

(tone) 

Even the best front line representatives should know how to deal with anger and confrontation. With a 

clear process and concrete skills they can avoid unnecessary escalations and become heroes.   

They need activities that help them understand and practice: 

 Identifying anger that is aggressive, assertive, or passive aggressive 

 Using ARALET process for disarming and reconnecting (apologize, reassure, ask questions, listen, 

empathize and take notes) in top 5-10 real world challenging situations 

 Using OGRE process for resolving issues (offer solutions, gain agreement, reassure, end with a 

promise) in top 5-10 real world challenging situations 

 Challenging situations that should be escalated (case studies) 

 Review of “warm transfer” for escalations in challenging situations 

 Review of tone of voice for handling anger and difficult situations (encouraging and soothing tones) 
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COMPETENCIES DEFINED WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH 

6 - Consulting to  
Resolve & Resell 

Using positive words (even when 

you have to say “no”) 

Asking targeted questions to 

understand current situation, 

history, problems, consequences  

and goals 

Selecting the right solutions and 

explaining them clearly 

Finding something else to do that 

makes customers say “wow” 

Showing passion for the brand 

Consulting behaviors elevate your staff’s image from clerk to expert. Customers more easily accept the 

recommendations and resolutions provided by an expert. Add on genuine brand enthusiasm and “going 

the extra mile” to create the best customer service experiences in the world. 

They need activities that help them understand and practice: 

 Sounding positive, diplomatic and authoritative in order to gain cooperation 

 Gathering information to understand each customer’s situation, needs and goals before offering 

solutions; and without sounding like interrogators 

 Presenting solutions that are within your company’s policies or standards; and gaining buy in using 

statement/question pairs 

 Offering compensation within your company’s guidelines, where appropriate 

 Finding something extra to do for the customer (education, self-sufficiency, compensation) 

 Reinforcing and re-selling your brand in top 5-10 situations 

7 - Completing for 
Accuracy 

Recap what has occurred 

Offer additional help 

Thank graciously 

Code or disposition interactions 

Document account notes 

Often, interactions end when problems are solved. Customers walk away or close the call without 

thoroughly understanding what has occurred. A week later they call to ask more questions and your cost 

of doing business doubles. Front line staff must make sure interactions are wrapped up thoroughly so 

there is no re-work. They must end with gracious thanks. 

They need activities that help them understand and practice: 

 When and how to recap a conversation in person, by phone or by email  

 Options for offering additional help so it does not sound scripted 

 Situations where they might need to go back to consulting and solve a new problem 

 Expressing thanks that sounds genuine and makes customers feel good 

 Documenting what happens so it can be read and understood, as needed 

 Dispositioning or coding interactions accurately for data analysis purposes 
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COMPETENCIES DEFINED WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH 

8 - Applying “The 3 C’s” 
and Being Coached 

Opening interactions and 

connecting 

Consulting in real world situations 

Completing interactions  

Following your workflow or call 

flow 

Using coaching observation 

forms to identify use of (new) 

standards 

Receiving developmental 

feedback and achieving a 

“small win” 

Staff needs time to practice applying “The 3 C’s” in the safe classroom environment. Give them the 

opportunity to pull together 5 phone calls or retail interactions and become confident. 

They need activities that help them practice: 

Their real world work process using the (new) standards for connect, consult and complete 

Observing their team mates and finding one small change or “small win” they can help someone make 

Receiving developmental coaching and making one small change or “small win” of their own 

9 - Email & Live Chat, please see Business Writing Course Content 

10 - Advanced Customer Service Skills, please contact us for additional content 
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